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Introduction 
The summer season for the Auckland area opened with the Auckland Rally, run by the AVVCC on 
November the 11th.  Eight Velocettes were entered which was the second highest one make entry. 

The ride left Ramarama Hall then onto Tuakau,Puni, Aka Aka,Otatau, Waiuku, Patamahoe, and back 
to the Hall at Ramarama. A dinner and prizegiving was held at the clubrooms in Penrose. Your Editor 
(Warwick Darrow) was lucky enough to win the Velocette Cup. 

The NZ Velocette Register once again had its Tent at Pukekohe for the NZCMCRR Festival, where 
items of Velocette clothing were sold. Also, there was the usual display of Velocettes which 
attracted a lot of interest. Many thanks to those who helped at the Tent and exhibited their bikes. 

Due to the unfortunate cancellation of the formal Rally at the Catlins in the deep south, it was 
quickly decided to hold a informal  'ride' in at Otorohanga in the Waikato. This was held over the 
weekend of the 12-14th of Feb. The camping ground had a good covered BBQ area and this was 
used on the Friday evening to good effect and for an  open air BBQ on the Saturday after our ride. 
Everyone pitched in and the evening was a great success. The Saturday ride was ably led by Neville 
Mickleson and wife Cheryl on their Thruxton. The drop off system was used and no one got lost. It 
was a nice warm morning when about 12 Velos  plus other assorted bikes left the camping ground to 
Waitomo. We stopped at the Mangapo Natural Bridge, then to the spectacular Marokapa Falls, to 
the Toi Toi Cafe for lunch at Te Anga. Then with our caffeine fix done it was onwards to  Kawhia 
along the scenic Kawhia Harbour roadway for a top up of  Fish and Chips. and a rest up. on the 
foreshore. 

There were no breakdowns, however John Bryant did have trouble with his 54 Mac with a sticking 
slide. Not what you really want on those fabulous roads with all the sweeping bends. Modern fuels 
grrrrr. 

The Sunday ride which your Editor was not able to attend was about 50 miles in length and went to 
Te Kuiti. Riders visited a property where Peter and Linda Hutton knew the owners. The owner had 
quite a collection of guns plus two Bren Gun carriers, a Bofor anti-aircraft gun and a small collection 
of Indian Motorcycles. As my Volkswagen Caddy had a faulty injector I had to ride my trusty 61 MSS 
back to Auckland in company with Paul Muir on his 54 MSS. Both Velos never missed a beat. The 
only time we went on the main highway was between Hampton  Downs and Mercer. Thank you 
Bertie Goodman for such a great  ride home. 
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On a more serious note, please make sure, your Velocette or other machine that you bring to a Rally 
is up to WOF Standard and in good running order. We had an instance where a participant arrived 
on  a Velocette which was rundown and unsafe. This puts other road users and riders at risk.  

With that all the Best and happy riding. 

 

Next Velocette Rally 

At this stage no one has expressed interest in organising a rally for this coming summer.  However, 
while these are uncertain times and planning events is an act of optimism,  given the good time that 
people had at the fairly informal ride that Warwick & Trish Darrow, Neville & Cheryl Mickleson and 
others organised last summer at Otorohanga is there anyone interested in organising something 
similar for 2022.  Basing around a motorcamp in late summer after schools have gone back seems to 
work ok, and a couple of 60 to 80 mile rides on rural back roads would be good.  After that any 
additional organising is a bonus. If anyone is keen, please get in touch with Warwick Darrow (09 520 
2882). 

Adventures on the East Coast 
(Contributed by Gary Mitchell) 

My story starts early in 2020, when I went on the Vincent bike rally to Gisborne and around East 
Cape. Heading off from Whakatane the Velo was humming along through the Waioeka Gorge and 
with my friend on his Norton Commando, we were tail end Charley's. We were going up the last big 
hill before you go down the other side to Gisborne when the old girl coughed out of the carb and 
came to a halt. I rolled her down to a lay by and out with my tools.  Spark plug out and motor was 
free to kick over.  Mag end cover off and points rotating.  Found a plastic wrapper in the lay-bys and 
cut a stick to use to check where TDC was to check timing.  Found timing had slipped, so pulled 
points plate out and retimed with plastic wrapper as bet I could.  I had to engage the taper on the 
points plate, not on the key slot to achieve the right timing, but thought if I don't tighten it too much 
it might get me to Gisborne at least.  It started up and I got another hundred yards up the hill before 
it did the same thing.  At this stage I wondered what the hell is going on.  My friend on the 
Commando said he would carry on to Gisborne and get help. 

It was a very hot day and I waited 4 hours or so and no help arrived.  My friend couldn't find the 
others and didn't have their numbers.  He could have been waylaid at the pub....Interestingly Two 
Harley riders went past me and although I waved to them to stop, they didn't.  Suppose that's what 
V twin Briggs and Stratton riders are like! 

 
I couldn't understand why no cars were coming through until a farmer on a quad bike coming up the 
hill stopped to see if I was okay.  Apparently there had been a fire back down the gorge and the 
traffic had been stopped.  The farmer tied a rope to the quad and I wrapped it around the handle 
bars and he towed me to the top of the hill.  What a nerve wracking experience. It’s not easy to steer 
with one hand and hang onto the tow rope with the other. I free wheeled down the other side to his 
farm shed and parked the bike up. 
I could now get reception on my mobile, so got my brother to pick me up. I carried on around the 
rest of the rally on the back of my brothers 12.50 GS. BMW. One of my other friends on the rally had 
a trailer at Opotiki, so we collected the Velo and he kindly brought her back to my place in Auckland. 
I removed the timing cover and discovered the ATD ( Auto Timing device) with the fibre gear had 
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stripped! Rang Mike at Grove Classic and bought the new one with the aluminium gear and thought 
that it would last forever. 

The old girl ran for almost a year until I decided to go to Pukekohe for the classic motorcycle day late 
Feb this year and show her off at the Velocette tent. Starting off from Stillwater north of Auckland a 
friend and I got as far as the Drury off ramp on the Southern motorway.  I could feel her 
momentarily slow and picking up. It was a very hot day,  so I quickly declutched and then started to 
run again for another 100 yards before she coughed and came to a stop. Out with a penknife  
andwhat tools I had. Kick motor over. It was fine, but then started to almost lock up. Leave for a 
minute and same thing - free then lock up. Off with points cover, all turning correctly?  
 
A guy stopped on a BMW RT 1200 with some tools, so out with the plug and find T.D.C and check 
points just open. All good. Then I thought of my Bonneville many years earlier having similar 
symptoms. That had a broken exhaust push rod. Never ever seen it before or since. I thought I had 
the answer to the problem. 
 
Luckily for me I decided to join the AA about 6 months before and rang them for the tow truck. They 
arrived about an hour later, we loaded her on the tray and he drove me back to my place at no 
cost!! Worth joining them and great service. 

 
 
Left her till the following day and took the timing cover off to find that one of the A.T.D springs had 
broken and decided to do as much damage as possible by passing through the gear train and then 
the steel parts lodged in the oil pump worm gear, completely stripping the teeth. The outcome was 
that the cam shaft seized on the spindle and the drive gear that drives the cam was still turning so 
that ignition was still turning, but no valve operation. The cam followers are very blue as well. I rang 
Mike at Grove, but he wasn't in, so I told Mandy what had happened. She was helpful and explained 
to Mike who contacted me and has offered all parts at his net cost and to rebuild the engine. 
This was very good of him as he has someone else make the A.T.D units for him. 
 
I then decided that I would remove the A.T.D and put a fixed gear in and convert the mag to have a 
manual advance retard lever on the handle bars. So far I have had magneto converted and am now 
finally in the mood to remove the engine and make a list of parts required. So want to give Grove 
Classic a thumbs up for helping me out with parts in due course. 
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Restoration Projects 
It is great to see a number of restoration projects on the go at the moment.  It is astonishing to see 
what beautiful machines can emerge from boxes of rusty metal. A few we have heard of recently 
include Alice Leney, Neville Mickleson, Roy Harvey, John Meharry, Warwick Darrow, Trotty Colin, 
Keith Ballagh, Alister Johnson, Gary Mitchell and Mark Roden.  

Bill Irwin,and Guy Owen to name a few have been busy either refurbishing or doing complete 
rebuilds. Some of these stem from the many parts and machines that Jack Horton sold off. Guy 
Owen in Nelson has built up a couple of 600 Velos with the Kevin Thurston (KTT SERVICES) cranks. 
The Nelson area has quite  a few keen Velo owners 

 

Alistair Johnston Restoration 

There is another Velo on the road. This one a 1938 MSS. It has quite a story to it. According to 
Velocette Dispatch Records the shipping agents, Schofield Goodman of Edmund St Birmingham, 
dispatched 2 MSS’s to Invercargill on the same day in 1938. The bike bears the badge of Tapper 
Motors in Invercargill to whom it was undoubtedly delivered. From there things get hazy. The bike 
was likely sold to a Southland farmer as it was retrieved from a farm hedge in less than pristine 
condition in 1975 and looked to have been there for many years. My father had ridden a MAC back 
in the 50’s so he was keen to restore this 
machine and duly deconstructed it into its 
component parts. But in 1976 we moved 
from Tapanui to Rotorua with the bike 
parts all packed in hand crafted wooden 
boxes. At this point work and other 
priorities got in the way and the parts lay 
in one shed or another for the next 40+ 
years. Then, at the age of 87, my father 
decided time was not on his side and 
asked me if I’d like to take on the 
restoration task. Not knowing any better I 
jumped at the chance so all of the parts 
were gathered together along with a 
spare motor Dad had picked up years ago 
at a swap meet and a few bits and pieces 
that didn’t belong to the Velo but came 
along for the ride. They were loaded into 
the back of the station wagon and taken 
to Auckland where they were laid out on 
the rumpus room floor much to wife’s 
disgust. I think it was at that point that I 
realized the enormity of the task, there 
seemed to be more rust than metal.  
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Anyway, a month or so later I was at the Bike 
Show and met up with Warwick Darrow 
manning the Velocette stand. I explained my 
plight and he suggested I give him a call to see 
what could be done. To cut a long story short, 
Warwick had spoken to Pat Steer in New 
Plymouth and Pat was prepared to see what 
could be done so the motors, clutch, gearbox 
and forks were duly carted down to New 
Plymouth by Warwick. Pat set to work and 
about a year later called me to say he’d done 
what he could and I’d better come and collect. 
The motor, clutch and gearbox along with the 
forks and a new set of wheels that Pat had built 
up all looked like they had just come off the 
assembly line. At this point I thought I’d better 
get moving on the frame and tinware. A 
number of people helped me get the tinware 
back into shape. Don Green cut the rust out of 
the headlight housing and painted it up like 
new, Dave Tomkins removed the rust from the 
chainguard and straightened up the stands and 
guards before it all went off for media blasting 
and painting. The Petrol Tank was beyond 
salvage and the resulting search for a 
replacement led me to Bill Veitch in Dunedin 
who was also able to provide me with a 
damper knob and enough parts to get a 
speedometer made up. What I thought was 
the final build was undertaken by John 
Williams but within a couple of weeks the 
engine seized and had to be rebored but we 
got there. The final hurdle was getting 
compliance. so what documentation we had 
was gathered together and after a wait of a 
couple of weeks I was able to go and get her 
registered. All together the project has taken 
around 5 years and the combined efforts of a 
lot of people who have been very generous 
with their time and expertise. 
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 I’m looking forward to some decent weather to get her out on the road, if I can figure out how to 
get her started.  

 

Alice Leney Restoration 

Alice Leney has finally got his KSS going, even if it has not yet gone anywhere! The intricacies of the 
Willis Positive Stop foot-change are providing a little entertainment right now, but it will be cured.  It 
has been a five year journey to get from nail boxes to this, but it must be said that he could not have 
done it without some very generous 
assistance from some very knowledgeable 
Velo Fellows: Chris North, Peter 
Butterworth, Neville Mickelson and Ken 
Campbell among others, so thank you.  The 
reason that he managed to buy it from the 
previous owner, Dave Rogers  - who'd been 
collecting bits for something like 40 years - 
was that Dave figured Alice might get it 
running. So it is good to see that that faith 
was well placed.  And Yes he knows he'll 
never get into Velocette Heaven, but 
apparently he found an old pot of 
housepaint in the back of the shed… 

1 How it arrived, late 2015 
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1930 Mk 1 KNSS Velocette, overhead cam 350cc 

 

Roy Harvey Restoration 

I have now got as far as I can with my 
KSS/MAC, all done except finalising top end 
of the motor which Neville Mickleson is 
going to make a start on next month. 

Front pipe is at Wanganui platers to get 
chromed. Everything else is done, including 
wiring, tank is painted lined and ready to go. 

 

 

 

 

Mark Roden Restoration 

About a year ago some Velocette parts turned up on Trade Me from the collection of Jack Orton in 
Taihape.  Nelson enthusiasts Guy Owen and Mark Roden bought one of the lots plus an additional RS 
frame and started piecing together several bikes. Very grateful to Robbie Thomson who organised 
the process, grouped and collated the parts and managed the auctions – a huge job.  And obviously 
to Jack who had the foresight to hang onto things that other people might have thrown away. 

Those of you who have been through similar exercises know that it’s a bit of an emotional roller 
coaster. Inevitably reality bites and the initial excitement starts to wane when close inspection of the 
parts reveals their condition and the amount of work ahead. But after a lot of head scratching, frame 
straightening, engine case rebuilding, and a huge financial contribution to the good people at Grove 
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Classic motorcycles and Kevin Thurston at KTT industries, things started coming together and the 
enthusiasm picked up again.  

So, bike one is up and running – technically not road legal, that’s the next story – it’s basically a ’54 
MSS engine that Guy  ‘venomised’ as he re-built it -  It’s starting and running very well. No real 
attempt has been made to produce any sort of ‘correct for year’ show bike, it’s still sporting the 
‘temporary’ $60 Trademe seat that actually looks pretty good and may stay for the duration. It was 
built to ride and enjoy, the early signs are good with 300 miles of local ‘round the block’ rides 
clocked up so far. 

Bike number 2 is not far behind and has a completely new engine with one of Kevin Thurston’s long 
stroke cranks, rod, piston etc. This is the second ‘long stroke’ engine Guy has built up and they really 
do work remarkably well  – that’s another story too  – The Bigger ‘Un .  

Guy Owen Restoration 

When Guy Owen decided to re-build one of his venom engines several years ago he decided to take 
the plunge and go the ‘long stroke’ way. He already had a ’62 Venom that had been modified as a 
Thruxton lookalike with the cut out tank and the lowered oil tank so part of the job was already 
done. So out came the engine which proved to be in pretty good condition – this led to another 
quantum decision: build up the long stroke as a whole new engine (then of course re build the 
original engine as well and store it away safely – no probs). The engine was built up as the parts 
arrived, the crank and ‘up and down’ moving bits from Kevin Thurston at KTT industries in the UK 
and all the other bits from Grove Classic Motorcycles – not a cheap exercise but as we all know 
Velocette parts cost no more than say a BSA or a Triumph and the end result is worth twice as much 
– not that we do it for the money! (but we’re also not completely stupid).  

So, how does it go?  – I know it’s faster than my Venom – Guy can pull up beside me on any of the 
big long hills near Nelson and just roll the throttle on and pull away – or he can just blast past me if 
the mood takes him (I’m used to it).  He also runs a bigger countershaft sprocket, so at 60mph it’s 
just loping along. I’ve had a ride too, no harder to start than the venom, (a good hefty swing lad) and 
you are rewarded with a nice smooth idle and instant tractable power right off the bottom, you 
notice it straight away. Up to 30mph in first with only medium revs then 45 in second and not even 
thinking about top gear until well over 60. It’s very deceptive and remarkable how smooth a big 
single can be. Top speed? We’re a bit over that these days and realistically I’d venture to say that 
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this engine could propel the bike up to speeds that could be beyond the capabilities of the chassis, in 
other words, we don’t really know and don’t really care. 

For the record, it’s even more economical to run than a standard 500 and Guy knows, he’s done 
nearly 20,000 miles on this bike and must have covered more miles on Velocettes than anyone on 
the planet. So in a nutshell the long stroke engine doesn’t completely alter the character of the 
venom, it just improves on what is already there and makes what is one of the best motorcycle ever 
made … even better. 

Bill Irwin Restoration 

I’ve started a project more or less by accident. 

Many of you will have seen the VM motor and two gearboxes plus sundry parts for sale on TradeMe 
back in April.  It was about to close at $2000 and I couldn’t resist an autobid of $3100.  I got it for 
$3050.  The piston, pushrods and all valve gear in the head were missing but I managed to swap one 
of the gearboxes with a friend in return for a rebuilt magneto coil and various other parts. 

 

Next problem was to find a rolling frame to put it in.  Calls to all the Velo people I knew didn’t find 
anything so I asked on the Velo facebook page and received a reply from Ray Thurston (Kevin’s dad) 
who had the start of a scrambler project.  The two way damped forks had been rebuilt with new 
tubes.  

As you can see it’s one of the late scrambler frames and has the correct scrambler rear hub with 
detachable sprocket.  The tank is for the earlier scrambler so I plan to sell that and replace it with an 
Indian alloy Venom tank since the correct tanks are hens teeth and too small for long South Island 
rides.  I’ve had 21” and 19” wheels built up on alloy rims by Ray’s 

90 year old wheel builder 
friend.  I decided that the risks 
of buying rims and spokes and 
then finding wrong spoke 
angles etc wasn’t worthwhile. 

I’ve rebuilt the magneto and 
gearbox and am waiting on 
valve gear from Kevin to 
complete the motor.  The bore 
was still standard but didn’t 
look good enough after a hone 
so I have bored it plus 20.  Kevin 
and Ray are also supplying all 
the parts needed for the 
missing primary drive and 
clutch.  I’m fitting a belt drive.  
Lights will be LED total loss.  It 
won’t be a totally original 
Scrambler as I’ll be adding 
simple lights (GN125 chrome headlight and small round tail light).  
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It will be a bike set up for enjoying dirt roads.  A sort of lightweight Endurance.  I’m using a 17/5 cam 
and 28mm Keihin ripoff carb in the interests of mid-range torque over top end performance. 

 

The main problem will be the long wait on shipping of the UK frame parts as they’ll need to be 
crated and packed into a container to get to Singapore where they’ll wait to go into another 
container to NZ.  I’ll be happy if it gets here in 2021. If anyone has any history (especially 
registration) of VM2144 please let me know.  VM 2144 was dispatched from the Factory on the 
21.April 1958 to the Dealer Pope of Newton Le Willow  London. The 1st Owner was a Mr T.Hughs of 
London S.E.10. who purchased the machine on the 27.June 1958.  I wonder when it came to NZ.  
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Restoration Notes (from Brad Martin in Australia) 

Some members may be looking for a competent manufacturer of those needed but hard to find 
classic, vintage and veteran engine rings. This recommendation has come to me via an expert in 
motorcycle maintenance who needed cast iron rings, and his summary was: “mine came out exact 
with perfect end gaps”. They can make any kind of ring from 13mm to 600mm!! They require the 
bore dimensions, piston ring groove thickness and piston radial dimensions. 

 Engelhardt Project Engineers P/L 

T/A: Phoenix Piston Rings 

51 Cambro Rd, Clayton Nth., 

Vic 3168 

Ph: 03 9544 9169 

Email: robert@phoenixpistonrings.com.au 

 

For Sale 
S/A  MAC OR MSS REAR GUARD   both halves. Condition is that some work is required but are 
retrievable.  phone Roy White  08 865 6644.  Whangamata. 

Amal concentric 930 carb used condition, suitable for Venom or MSS.(missing main jet) $75.00 ono 

Amal Monoblock 376/49 carb used condition, suitable for Mac ( missing main jet, idle screw, choke ) 
$75.00 ono 

Amal Monoblock 376/61 carb used condition suitable for Viper (missing main jet ) $75.00 ono 

Iron MSS piston Semi finished (has gudgeon pin no rings) $95.00 ono 

Std MSS ( 86mm) piston Used but good condition  with gudgeon pin and rings, $95.00 ono 

can be contacted on 0211448044. Cheers Graeme Cartwright 

Petrol Tank 3 ½ gallon -  no leaks when tested but bottom steady bolts have been removed. 

Original Pair knee grips (KA70) in good condition. 

John Bull replacement grips for early bikes 

Plastic Tank badge KA315 (New) 

One Inner Primary chaincase f45/2            

One Pair Tele fork headlight brackets in primer 

Dynamo Cover in primer. 

Rear brake drum (used) with replaced sprocket MAS77  plate assy inc. MAS81 inc.  

Brake shoes for S/A bikes slight damage to the bottom edge otherwise OK. 

Wheel Rims VM (F&Rear) Dunlop,VM/VR  (need chroming). 
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Kick start Ratchet MAS/77used but should be serviceable. 

If members require parts I have other items that I have not listed. 

I have tried to describe items as accurately as I can items can be returned if not suitable. 

Contact John Bryant on 09 4456 483 or jbryvelo@gmail.com   

 

 

Early Mk1 model K parts to predominantly suit 1925-26 models and mostly engine and gearbox 
parts, plus some other common parts thru’ the Mk1 series. Willing to swap stuff if that suits also. Let 
me know what you’re particularly looking for and I’ll try and help. I want bikes fixed and going again, 
so I’m willing to assist a genuine project. 
VOCA, NSW branch. brad.martin@mset.com.au 

 

Head Light Brackets. Both MAS 8/2 Some minor damage. $100.00. 
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Numerous Rockers, Mac and Venom. also Cam followers. BTH mag Drive.  (Roy Whites).          

Lucas Headlamp. Lucas Glass, Miller branded  Chrome surround slight damage.  No 
ampmeter.  7inch size. 

Head light Nacelle. Good.   $65.00(. Some other parts.) 

Warwick Darrow   09 520 2882.  

 

L.E. parts situated in Whanganui.  E.mail  nolvid@xtra.co.nz. 

Dave Hawkins. 

 

 

Wanted to Buy 

Front wheel hub with or without brake plate for MAC pre-war with girder forks. 
Trotty 07 576 84 16 or 021 66 33 88 trotty@nettel.net.nz 

Petrol tank for 1954 MSS. must be usable condition please.  Phone BARRY STANLEY. 09 818 
5555.  Auckland. 

Rear Alloy brake plate, for swing arm bike. Good condition preferred, but one that is repairable 
would be OK. Email: rsharvey@xtra.co.nz, Mobile: 021 677952. 

Aluminium chaincase inner and outer for an early Mk1 model K, circa 1927. I personally know that 
these exist on at least two sheds shelves in the Velo club here in OZ, so perhaps they do in NZ also? 
(Yes, I am slightly cranky++ with some OZ club members – honestly). Can anyone in VOCNZ pls help 
and part with something they’re not actually using, no-matter how rare they seem to think the part 
is. I think they finished using these in 1931 and went to steel stamped units for 1932-35 (last Mk1). 
Even one of the later steel stamped unit will suffice if it’s available. 
VOCA, NSW branch. brad.martin@mset.com.au 

Any New Hudson parts to suit the BIG 6 V-twin model circa 1913-15. 
VOCA, NSW branch. brad.martin@mset.com.au 

NZ Velocette Owners Clothing 
We currently have in stock the following Velo clothing:    
Shirts Short sleeved polo shirt in Black and Gold with a striped button area @ $35.00ea Sizes S, M & 
XL.  White Tee Shirts with Naked Lady on front $32. Long sleeved crew neck shirt in Black and Gold 
@ $25.00 Sizes M & L. White T shirts with Yellow Velo Logo @ $12.00 sizes S, M & L. Bucket style 
hats @ $20ea and Baseball hats @ $25.00  
  
All have the famous Velocette logo embroidered in Yellow.  Contact Warwick Darrow to order    
Ph 09 520 2882 Email: waktrish@gmail.com. Please phone first to check sizes. 
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Finance 
 

Balance of Rally account.      $1734.11. 
Balance of working account. $3627.86. 
Rally account opened for New Plymouth   $568.05. 
Total        $5930.02 

 
 
Website 
Don’t forget our website (www.velocette.org.nz) which has news, information on our upcoming 
events and some helpful technical tips.  If you have any interesting stuff please send it to us and we 
will endeavour to turn it into something that can be out on our web site.  We get hits from all round 
the world so its not just the local members who benefit.  We have a clever trick for assembling 
clutches from John Bryant (https://velocette.org.nz/technical-tips/) , any similar items would be well 
received.   

 

 

  

This newsletter compiled by Warwick Darrow and Keith Ballagh 
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Parts Suppliers 
 

 

www.velocespares.co.uk 

KTT Services   KTT Services’ mission is to get more Velocettes competitive on the 

race track and to improve road bike performance and reliability. 
http://www.kttservices.co.uk/Home.html 


